A simple and cost-effective model for ventricular catheter placement training: technical note
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OBJECTIVE External ventricular drain (EVD) placement is one of first cranial procedures neurosurgery residents are expected to perform independently. While proper training improves patient outcomes, there are few options for practicing EVD placement prior to placing the EVD in patients in a clinical setting. Proposed solutions to this include using cadaveric models and virtual simulations, but barriers exist with these as well in regard to authenticity. EVD simulators using virtual reality technologies are a promising new technique for training, but the cost of these devices poses a barrier to general/widespread accessibility among smaller programs or underserved hospitals. The authors describe a novel, yet simple, and cost-effective technique (less than $5 per mold) for developing a brain model constructed of homemade ballistics gelatin that can be used for teaching and practicing the placement of EVD.

METHODS A brain model is made with ballistics gelatin using an anatomically correct skull model as a mold. A 3D-printed ventricular system model is used to create a mold of an anatomically correct ventricular system in the brain model. A group of medical students (n = 10) were given a basic presentation about EVD placement, including standard landmarks and placement techniques, and were also shown a demonstration of EVD placement on the brain model. They were then allowed to perform an EVD placement using the brain model. The students were surveyed on their experience with using the brain model, including usability and practicality of the model. Accuracy of EVD placement by each student was also assessed, with adequate position of catheter tip being in the ipsilateral frontal horn.

RESULTS The final product is fairly inexpensive and easy to make. It is soft enough to pass a catheter through, but it is also firm enough to maintain its shape, including a cavity representing the lateral ventricles. The dense gelatin holds the catheter in its final resting position, while the two halves are separated and inspected. All participants in the test group of medical students reported that the brain model was easy to use, helped them understand the steps and technique of EVD placement, and provided good feedback on the ideal position of ventricular catheters. All of the participants in the group had adequate positioning of their ventricular catheters after one attempt.

CONCLUSIONS The presented brain model is easy to replicate, inexpensive, anatomically accurate, and provides a medium for neurosurgeons to teach and practice ventricular catheter placement in a risk-free environment.
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lations, but barriers exist with these as well in regard to authenticity. Morphological and structural tissue changes in cadavers make them poor parallels to living patients. EVD simulators using virtual reality technologies are a promising new technique for training, but they still fall short in simulating relevant aspects of the procedure such as lack of physical interaction and necessary steps taken before the placement of the EVD. Additionally, the cost of these devices poses a barrier to general/widespread accessibility among smaller programs or underserved hospitals. Our model is not only inexpensive (less than $5 per mold), but each mold can be used 20–30 times, and the skull base can be reused indefinitely to make more molds.

We present a novel, yet simple, and cost-effective technique for developing a brain model constructed of homemade ballistics gelatin that can be used for teaching and practicing the placement of EVDs.

Method

Brain Model Construction

An anatomically correct skull model (hardened plastic) was separated in the midsagittal plane to create the base for the molds (Fig. 1). A 3D-printed ventricular model was generated and printed based on the average measurements from 10 consecutive normal MR images (Fig. 2). The 3D ventricular model was bisected in the midsagittal plane and secured to a piece of plastic to serve as the lid to the brain mold (Fig. 3). A recipe for homemade ballistics gelatin was followed; a solution of 1 ounce of gelatin powder for every 8 ounces of water is heated over medium heat until completely liquefied, and then it is refrigerated until solid. The solid is then reheated a second time to remove any trapped air and then poured into the bisected skull molds, and the appropriate halved ventricular molds are secured on top in correct anatomical position (Fig. 4). After cooling, the gelatin models can be removed from the molds and secured into an intact upright model skull to be used for teaching (Fig. 5).

Testing of Brain Model

Prior to testing the model, senior neurosurgeons and residents performed trials on the model to confirm that it is realistic. A group of medical students (n = 10) were given a basic presentation about EVD placement including standard landmarks and placement techniques, and
were also shown a demonstration of EVD placement on the brain model. This presentation lasted approximately 15 minutes. They were then allowed to perform an EVD placement using the brain model. The students were surveyed on their experience with using the brain model. This survey including ratings of usability and practicality of the model. The accuracy of EVD placement by each student was also assessed by residents, with adequate position of the catheter tip being in the ipsilateral frontal horn.

Results

The final product is fairly inexpensive and easy to make. It is soft enough to pass a catheter through, but it is also firm enough to maintain its shape, including a cavity representing the lateral ventricles. The dense gelatin holds the catheter in its final resting position while the two halves are separated and inspected (Fig. 6). Ten out of 10 participants in the test group of medical students reported via individual interviews that the brain model was easy to use, helped them understand the steps and technique of EVD placement, and provided excellent feedback on the ideal position of ventricular catheters. All of the same 10 participants in the group had adequate positioning of their ventricular catheters after one attempt, as assessed by senior residents. This was able to be assessed easily due to the ability of the gelatin mold to be separated via brain hemispheres.

FIG. 4. Completed mold with lids in place, prior to adding in gelatin. The lids are placed in an orientation so that the ventricular models are in an anatomically correct position. Figure is available in color online only.

FIG. 5. Completed gelatin brain model in skull model. Figure is available in color online only.

FIG. 6. A ventricular catheter is inserted into the gelatin brain model, with a view of the catheter tip in the ventricle. Figure is available in color online only.
Discussion

Given the need for increased accuracy in correctly placing an EVD, it is essential that training models represent the anatomical structure and consistency of the human brain as closely as possible. Moreover, it is necessary that this training be active and performed using the same instruments as appear in the actual clinical setting. While current models attempt to satisfy these requirements, the use of hard plastics and cadaver brains is unrealistic because of their consistency and structure and because they are neither easily accessible nor reusable. The use of virtual reality models, at this time, also presents challenges of replicating anatomical accuracy and being easily accessible or inexpensive. The use of ballistics gelatin molds allows for the ability to readily generate anatomically accurate brain models that provide immediate feedback and are easily reusable. Alterations to the gelatin’s recipe allow for the generation of various consistencies that may mimic neurological structure in numerous scenarios.

The use of such gelatin models not only offers a more realistic and available manner for training neurosurgeons in the placement of EVDs, but also demonstrates high degrees of achieved accuracy. There was a high rate of accurate ventricular catheter placement during testing of our brain model by medical students. Given these data, ballistic gelatin models may offer an affordable and reliable modality with which neurosurgery residents may train. Additional testing trials with a higher number of medical students and neurosurgical residents are the next step in further assessing the feasibility of our brain model. Eventually, as more trials are performed, this brain model will be compared to other ventriculostomy models, including plastic and cadaver models, as well as virtual reality–based models.

Limitations include a lower sample size as the authors did not intend for this to be a scientific study, but rather a proof of concept for the teachability and replicability of such a model. Furthermore, the gelatin mold can only be stored at room temperature for 24–48 hours before it starts to soften. This issue was combated by storing the molds in the freezer and letting them thaw for 15 minutes prior to using them for practice. This model also only represents EVD placement after skin incision and burr hole creation, as we intend this to be a cost-effective model and skin-like material over the incision site could be costly and is not reusable.

Conclusions

The presented brain model is easy to replicate, inexpensive, anatomically accurate, and provides a medium for neurosurgeons to teach and practice ventricular catheter placement in a risk-free environment.
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